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TH E Q U E E N S L A N D
PHARMACY STUDENTS'
ASSOCIATION (QPSA)
QPSA is a not-for-profit
association run by and for
pharmacy students at the
University of Queensland (UQ).
We are based at the Pharmacy
Australia Centre of Excellence
(PACE) adjacent to the Princess
Alexandra Hospital at
Woolloongabba.
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QPSA COMMITTEE 2022
QPSA'S 2021/22 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
On the 13th of October QPSA held our Annual General Meeting (AGM) back in person. A huge thank you
to our outgoing executive and committee members for all the amazing work they have put into a
successful term. Congratulations to the incoming QPSA executive and committee members for 2022.
Incoming 2021 QPSA Executive Board:
President - Grace Quach
Secretary - Jessica Heald
Treasurer – Zain Langah
Internal Communications – Emily Ryan
Incoming 2021 QPSA Committee:
Education Representatives – Grace Hart & TBD
Merchandise Representatives – Zwe Htet Aung & Teagan Hobbs
Publications Representative – Edgar Vetharaj
Pharmacy Awareness Representatives – Nihal Dey & Chloe Ross
Social Representatives – Ruby Mitchell & Eloise Kennedy
External Affairs Representative – Megan Donaghy
Graduation Dinner Representative – TBD
International Representative – Nurul Annisa Anuar
Second Year Level Representatives – TBD
Third Year Level Representatives – TBD
Fourth Year Level Representatives – Jade Wallace & Mido Kim
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QPSA President's Review
2021: THE END OF ONE JOURNEY & BEGINNINGS OF ANOTHER
Rheanna Norris; QPSA President, 2021

Welcome to the 4th edition of The Alchemist, a student
run newsletter dedicated to keeping you up to date with
developments in the UQ student and pharmacy
landscape, we hope you enjoy this edition.
We started off semester two with another great line up
of education events, including highlights like the ITP
Information Night, Diverse Roles in Pharmacy and
‘Where Will your Pharmacy Degree take You?’. It was
great to see so many people attend and engage with our
education events.
I also had the opportunity to organise the SHPA
Hospital Pharmacists Information Night in conjunction
with SHPA QLD. This was a great opportunity for
pharmacy students from UQ, QUT & Griffith to chat
with leaders in the hospital pharmacy field and gain
insight on their profession. Thank you to everyone who
volunteered their time to be involved, you are
appreciated!
QPSA had a very busy semester organising some great
social events, like the ‘Who’s Your Daddy?’ pub crawl, in
collaboration with UQ gems, UQ oops, UQPSA & UQ
thongs which was a hit. We were able to host our annual
Pharmacy Ball, with the theme ‘Diamonds are Forever’.
It was a big success and a great way for all pharmacy
cohort years to come together for the night.
Our final event for the year was the annual Graduation
Dinner, which was a lot of fun to organise and be part
of. I would like to congratulate the class 2021, you’re all
amazing!
It has been an honour and a privilege to be involved
with QPSA for the past two years, firstly as Internal
Communications, then subsequently as President. I have
been so blessed on this journey and will always reflect
on my time in QPSA with a big smile. Congratulations
to the incoming committee for the election into their
roles, I know that you will all do QPSA proud. Thank you
to the outgoing QPSA committee, it was a pleasure to
work alongside you all to make this our most successful
year to date.
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QPSA President's Review
2021: THE END OF ONE JOURNEY & BEGINNINGS OF ANOTHER
Rheanna Norris; QPSA President, 2021

A big thankyou to NAPSA and our sponsors, The
Guild, PSA, PDL and who have supported QPSA
through thick & thin. I would also like to personally
thank the School of Pharmacy staff involved in the
continued support of QPSA, words cannot describe
how incredibly lucky we are to have you! A big
thankyou to NAPSA and our sponsors, The Guild,
PSA, PDL and who have supported QPSA through
thick & thin. I would also like to personally thank the
School of Pharmacy staff involved in the continued
support of QPSA, words cannot describe how
incredibly lucky we are to have you!
Finally, to anyone considering joining a club or
society *nudge QPSA*, it has given me so many
opportunities to connect with industry professionals,
strengthen employability skills and make lifelong
friendships, so I can’t recommend it enough. I wish
you all the best and can’t wait to see where 2022
takes us all!
“The beauty of my journey is that it's always been
pretty unpredictable, so stay tuned.” Andreja Pejic
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PHARMACY AWARENESS CAMPAIGNS

WALK FOR AWARENESS AND
GOODIE BAGS!
Jessica Heald and Hannah Aplin;
QPSA Pharmacy Awareness
Representatives

some annual favourite events. Starting with Industry
where

we

invite

numerous

organisations from the pharmacy industry to PACE
for a trade show style event. This much-loved day
allows students to hold discussions with industry
professionals and learn more about what our
wonderful industry has to offer, both as students and
after graduation. Unfortunately, as a sign of the
times, mere days prior to the event, new restrictions
were introduced meaning it was unable to take
place. As this is a valuable experience for our
students, we worked hard to organise a substitute
activity.

With

the

help

of

the

pharmacy

organisations who were set to attend, and our very
own Katie Rablin, we were able to create “Pharmacy
Awareness Goodie Bags” as a surprise for our FirstYear students on their final QUM practical of the
year.

the day said they were thrilled to receive them. It was
Industry Awareness event this semester, although we

for Pharmacy Awareness, as it hosts the return of
Day,

information pamphlets, and stationary. Reports from
lovely that we were able to facilitate a smaller

The Semester 2 calendar is always a delightful one

Awareness

These bags were filled with sample products, industry

are hopeful that we will see the return of Industry
Awareness Day in 2022.
In October, we participated in World Suicide
Prevention

Day

which

we

commemorated

by

partaking in the annual Walk for Awareness. Early
one Sunday, team QPSA laced up our walking shoes
and pulled on our bright orange tutus to tackle the
9km walk along the Brisbane River. This scenic walk
was in commemoration of those lost to suicide and
allowed some time for reflection of our community’s
mental health. I am proud to announce that in
addition to our support of this event, we were able to
raise $542 for the Mental Awareness Foundation.
Hannah and I would like to thank everyone who
helped us achieve our Pharmacy Awareness goals in
2021, and we look forward to what 2022 will bring!
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STUDENT EXPERIENCE COMMITTEE 2021

THE FUTURE OF PACE

Kathryn Steadman and Stacey Trimble
Director and Coordinator of the UQ
Pharmacy Student Experience
Committee
Hello, I’m Kathryn (on the left).
I’ve been with the School of
Pharmacy since 2007. I teach
mainly in the 2nd year of your
Pharmacy

degree,

on

dose

form design and medicinal
chemistry topics.

Recently I have been focused on the following
initiatives:
sPACE Improvement project
The Interactive Space on Level 4 is getting a refresh!
We have ordered new furniture which will arrive
over the next month, new screens, and new
community games! Look out for updates for
fortnightly games nights starting in Semester 1.
In case you haven’t visited this space, the Interactive
Space is the area next to PACEmaker café on level 4.
It is the PACE community coworking and social
space. There are three rooms at the back which are

Last year I became the Director of Student Experience
for the School of Pharmacy, which means I chair the
Student Experience Committee. I might be a little
biased, but I think this is the best committee in the

ideally set up to accommodate collaborative group
work and the main area is a great space to get
together and relax. We hope you enjoy this space
during your time at PACE.

SIGN UP FOR PEER
MENTORING HERE

School! We have about 15 student members and a

School Mentoring Programs

bunch of keen staff, and we work with Stacey to

We are launching the following

coordinate school-wide projects and initiatives. We

mentoring programs in Semester

can deal with pretty much anything that isn’t

1, 2022:

connected to the curriculum, so send us your

1. A refreshed Pharmacy Peer

suggestions!

Mentoring Program for 1st years.
Applications close 10/1/22

Hi! I’m Stacey (right). I am
originally from Hampshire,
England, and I worked in
the education sector across
Asia

before

moving

to

sunny Brisbane.
I have been with UQ since 2017 and joined the School
of Pharmacy as the Student Experience Coordinator 6
months ago. I have really enjoyed being part of the
Pharmily and supporting the school in various
student experience initiatives. My role is to help make
your time at the school engaging, rewarding, fun and
memorable! As I am here for you, please do not
hesitate to reach out to me with any student
experience feedback and ideas you have along your
journey. We have a great community of staff and
students at the school, and I am looking forward to
engaging the community in many projects in 2022.

2. A new professional mentoring program for our
Intern Training Program (ITP)
This mentoring program will launch in Semester 1
2022 and will see our interns being matched with
mentors which are working in the sector as early
career pharmacists.
• School of Pharmacy Orientation
Kathryn and I are currently planning our school
orientation sessions for next year. We are looking
for student volunteers to share their tips with our
new students via a student panel. If you would like to
be involved or would just like to hear more, please
let us know by emailing s.trimble@uq.edu.au.
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SOCIAL EVENTS
INTENSE COMPETITION, DADDY PUB
CRAWL AND A DAZZLING BALL!
Ruby Mitchell and Priscilla Daniels;
QPSA Social Representatives
We jumped straight into semester 2 with our “who’s
ya daddy pub crawl”. We collaborated with our
friends from UQTHONGS, OOPs, UQPSYCH and
UQGEMs. We had beaut time dressed up in our dad
gear. Plenty of dad jokes were cracked as we made
our way from the RE to the Lord Alfred, and finally
ending up at the old faithful DUNDA (Downunder)
bar.

We made good ol’ Barnesy (Jimmy Barnes)

proud as we lost our voices belting out “working
Class Man”. A fantastic time was had by all 150 of
our combined members that joined us.
Competition was strong on the netball courts, touch
fields and football fields as our Pharmacy teams
entered the Interfaculty Competition scene. Our
players thoroughly enjoyed the season with many
new friends and memories made along the way.
The most glamorous and anticipated event of the
year was our Diamonds Are Forever Pharmacy Ball.
Our entertainers for the evening, Phat Sauce (band)
and DJ Glenn Ritchie, had us dancing beneath
enormous chandeliers at Victoria Park until the
very last minute. Our sold-out Annual Pharmacy
Ball couldn’t have been more of a success with each
attendee dressed for the mission in dazzling gowns
and crisp suits.
2021 has certainly made up for any losses from 2020
on the social scene! See you all next year for a
bigger, better and brighter 2022!
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EDUCATION EVENTS

EDUCATION & NETWORKING
Claudia Scroope and Nihal Dey;
QPSA Education Representatives
Wow, firstly, congratulations to the graduates

This semester, we had our Intern training night, hosted

finishing up their pharmacy degree at UQ and the

by UQ ITP, Pharmaceutical Society of Australia (PSA)

cohort of 2024 for finishing their first year of

and the Pharmacy Guild of Australia (PGA) for our fifth

pharmacy. With the COVID-19 restrictions slowly
easing up this semester in 2021, education was
busy getting the ball rolling with many face-toface events. We thank everybody who has come to
any education events this year. QPSA has still got
more fantastic events to expand the pharmacy's
opportunities. We only hope to provide those
opportunities

and

better

our

interns present their programs, tips, and requirements
to prepare for the intern year. We thank all the
representatives – Nanette from UQ ITP, Penny Macklin
& Kerry Barwick from PSA and Melissa Armstrong and
Khanh Nguyen from PGA for presenting and preparing
the up-and-coming intern pharmacists in 2022.
For our sixth event, we have our Diverse Roles Night.

industry

This was one of the best education events we had all

We hope you have a

year, where we have got numerous pharmacists

wonderful Christmas, and we look forward to

discussing the diverse roles pharmacy has to offer.

seeing you all there for an entire year in 2022,

Around the ever-increasing scope of practice and many

during your student life.

grasp

event. We had representatives from all influential

filled with educational and fun events! If you have
some time during the summer break and missed
some of our online zoom events, don't worry, they
are recorded for your pleasure, just in time for
NAPSA Congress in January. So, don't be shy to
follow through the videos below and get in touch

various roles available to young pharmacists! This is an
event I highly recommend students to watch and learn
all the numerous pathways pharmacy can provide. This
was a fantastic chance to learn various pharmacy
stories and their journey from pharmacy students to
where they are right now.

with the speakers below. Rest easy. 2022 will be

A massive thank you to Marie-Odile Parat, researcher

coming strong, looking forward to meeting you all.

and

Associate

Professor

at

The

University

of

Queensland, Courtney Hill, PA hospital pharmacist with
The Society of Hospital Pharmacists of Australia, Chris
Campbell, community pharmacist and Qld State
manager of Pharmaceutical Society of Australia, Karen
Brown pharmacy owner and founder of Batch Tested,
Major Nicole Such and Elizabeth Daly, pharmacists
from the Australian Defence Force, Michelle BouSamra, pharmacist and president of the Australasian
College of Pharmacy, Geraldine Moses AM DClinPharm,
pharmacist and clinical drug consultant.
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EDUCATION EVENTS

EDUCATION & NETWORKING;
CONT.
Claudia Scroope and Nihal Dey;
QPSA Education Representatives
In

our

seventh

event,

we

had

our

SHPA

Finally, our eighth and last event concluding 2021 is

Networking Night. We had a fantastic line-up of

our

truly incredible hospital pharmacists. QPSA has

MedReleaf, one of the leading medical cannabis

collaborated with SHPA to host a networking night

manufacturers. Our previous event was a chance to

where students were got a chance to meet and

learn

chat amongst a fantastic line-up of hospital

therapeutic uses. This was an extraordinary event,

pharmacists. This night was perfect in providing

and we thank Nathan Davis and the pharmacist

students with the pharmacists table-to-table and

team of MedReleaf for coming along to present

learning their different roles at each hospital.

Medical Cannabis to the students.

Thank you to SHPA, Courtney and all the
pharmacists that came along tonight
In our eighth event, we had presenters from
Professional Pharmacists Australia presenting for
the first ultimate education collab with all the
Queensland pharmacy student branches - QPSA,
QUTSPA, GUAPS and JCUPSA. This event is for
every Pharmacy student who wants to lock in the
right internship and job before graduating. We
had an industry expert and career development
coach

who

outlined

strategies

that

can

differentiate you from every other pharmacy
student and help you lock down a job that's right
for

you.

We

thank

Professional

Pharmacist

Australia for presenting and GUAPS, JCUPSA and
QUTSPA for coming to the education event.

medical

the

cannabis

emerging

night.

use

of

Again,

cannabis

we

and

had

its
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YEAR WRAPPED: REPRESENTATIVES

FIRST YEAR

SECOND YEAR

Adjusting to a new learning environment, especially

It was my pleasure to be one of the Second Year Student

during a worldwide pandemic, was quite a unique

Representatives in 2021. Luckily, having been a Student

challenge to face. Despite this, the 2021 first year

Representative last year as well, I felt comfortable taking

cohort pulled through successfully, being able to join

on this role again. With the easing of COVID restrictions

the degree that felt like no other, The level of

on-campus, it was wonderful to see more of my cohort in

immersion that we experienced in this degree was

person again – however, I can’t say that early morning

on a whole other level to anything we've experienced

wake-ups to attend 8am lectures has become an

before.

enjoyable experience yet. Going from a 4-course load to 5

Edgar Vetharaj; First Year Representative

Isabella Bautista; Second Year Representative

courses per semester definitely called for an increase in
I'm proud to say that, on behalf of the first year

motivation

pharmacy students, it's been a very testing but very

everybody on track by creating ‘Weekly Checklists’

fulfilling start to our pharmacy life; and we can't

outlining what learning activities were on each day and

wait to see what sort of challenges we'll overcome in

and

organisation;

we

aimed

to

keep

when assessment items were due.

the future!
I’m sure many others in my year level share the same
thoughts when looking back at what we have achieved so
far. To me, it’s pretty unbelievable that we have already
reached the halfway point of our degree. I think we
should be proud of ourselves for stepping up to the
workload, engaging in more hands-on activities, and
readjusting in this post-COVID environment. I’ve made
lifelong friends through this role and this degree, and I
can’t wait to see everybody again in 2022. From Callum
and I, we congratulate everybody and wish you all a
lovely (and definitely well-deserved) break!
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YEAR WRAPPED: CONT.

THIRD YEAR

Emily Ryan; Third Year Representative
It is astounding to think that in 12 short months we
will be finishing our pharmacy degrees. It feels not
that long ago we were bright-eyed first years
receiving our dispensing coats. Our third year
presented us with a few challenges. There were some
disruptions due to COVID early in the year; both
students and academics adapted well. 2021 was
definitely a demanding year that required countless
hours of hard work but we persevered and learnt so
many difficult concepts. I am truly amazed at how
far we have all come.

This year was the first time that many of us were
able to see the world of hospital pharmacy and
experience

yet

another

major

aspect

of

our

profession. We also undertook our first week-long
placement which saw many of us elect to go rural.
Rural pharmacy provided us with a different
perspective of community pharmacy; including the
challenges rural pharmacies face but also how
rewarding it can be to work in such a tight-knit
community. This year has allowed us to bond more
and continue to grow together as a cohort as we head
into our final year together. I know we will make
every minute count!
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NAPSA
Samantha King
NAPSA Executive Director - Secretary 2021/2022
QPSA Secretary 2021
Graduate of UQ Pharmacy, Class of 2021
2021 has undoubtedly been a tremendous and memorable year for
pharmacy students within Queensland, and, on a national scale.
Throughout the past year, the National Australian Pharmacy Students’
Association (NAPSA) have successfully facilitated a number of
educational, social, and networking opportunity for members. Some of
NAPSA’s key highlights throughout the past few months have included:
FOUR webinars & online symposiums developed for the National
Australian pharmacy student cohort;
International Climate change crisis action media release
Australian Pharmacy Students’ Journal (APSJ)
NAPSA Research Poster Competition. In collaboration with the
Australasian Pharmaceutical Science Association (APSA), the
winner of the best poster gets free registration to the APSA 2022
conference!

Please

email

your

poster

to

Forrest,

via

forrest.tang@napsa.org.au, before the 9th of January 2022
NAPSA successfully conducts their FIFTH National Pharmacy
Student Survey (NPSS)
Pharmacy Awareness social media infographic campaigns:
developed in recognition Vaccine Awareness Month, Mental
Health Awareness Month, and World Diabetes day.
Pharmacy Awareness social media infographic campaigns:
developed in recognition Vaccine Awareness Month, Mental
Health Awareness Month, and World Diabetes day.
This year, I was also fortunate to be the recipient of the
Pharmaceutical Society of Australia (PSA) Professor James Dare
Pharmacy 2021 Queensland Graduate of the Year award.
This prestigious award has a phenomenal history- with Professor
James Dare originating from the University of Queensland himself.
The past recipients of this award also remain well-recognised in the
pharmacy community and have made many long-lasting, positive
impacts within the pharmacy profession. I felt incredibly honoured
to be recognised by my peers for my current involvement within
various avenues of pharmacy employment, academia, leadership, and
volunteer-work.
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TROPHIQ AND A CAREER IN RURAL PHARMACY
Megan Donaghy
2022 QPSA External Affairs officer
2022 TROHPIQ (Towards Rural and Outback Health
Professionals In Queensland) Chair of Allied health
I’m Megan and in 2022 I will be QPSA’s external affairs officer as well as
TROHPIQ’s Chair of Allied Health. In 2021 I helped organize TROHPIQ’s and
spoke at QPSA’s rural health night. So, you can see I’m passionate about
rural health! I also had the amazing opportunity to go on placement at
Cherbourg hospital with Aleena.
Being there and seeing how the doctors and pharmacists collaborate to
improve patient care was an experience I’ll never forget. We got to see and
hear about a much wider range of conditions than you would get in a metro
placement, for example, pseudo seizures and infections. In metro we would
not have been able to go to a hospital, and community pharmacy would not
have been anywhere near as interesting for me, working there already.
I also had a lovely time outside placement meeting up a few times
throughout the week with other pharmacy students to have dinner. If you
decide to go rural, you’ll have a great time helping people who really need
accessible healthcare. So, in conclusion go rural if you can! Any questions –
email me! qpsa.externalaffairs@napsa.org.au

REFLECTING OF THE YEAR AS AN INTERN
Aislinn Kennedy
UQ Pharmacy Alumni (Class of 2020)
Intern at the Royal Brisbane and Women's Hospital

An intern year during a worldwide pandemic was not what I expected
when I started studying pharmacy 5 years ago. It brought a set of new
challenges such as lockdowns, talking to hard of hearing patients through
masks and the unknown of how my workplace would change with every
new outbreak. These were on top of the regular internship challenges like
putting university knowledge into practice and starting a new job.
However, these challenges did make the highlights of my year all the
more rewarding. From the first time I did a patient history alone to
finding a medication reason for why someone presented to the hospital to
coming into my own within my workplace; some of the ‘simple’ highlights
that added to the highlight of intern year as a whole. Of course, as the
pandemic continues and we learn to return to ‘normal’ with COVID-19
challenges and highlights will change and I am excited to see how my new
pharmacist position and the industry changes with it.
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ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR MARIE-ODILE PARAT
Affiliate Associate

I returned, having successfully accomplished my

Professor

mission and overcome the difficulties associated with

Mater Research

winter in Eastern Europe, I was entrusted with shorter

Institute-UQ

missions compatible with my free time as I had
resumed work for the Hospital in Grenoble. In

Chief Examiner

Bulgaria

I

prepared

a

convention

for

hospital

pharmacists, in Albania I prepared a convention of
industrial pharmacy and in Tadjikistan, I was part of a

To be a globe-trotting pharmacist
This year again we had to embrace COVID-19-related
challenges and although it came as less of a surprise,
we still had to juggle with major changes in how we
interact with one another, how we deliver the content
of our courses both face to face and remotely, and
with new assessment options. It was rewarding to
make it happen together, and I am hopeful we can
approach 2022’s obstacles with serenity. A COVId-19related change I find unsettling and which will have
long

lasting

bearings,

is

the

severe

travelling

restriction. This year again I had the honour of being
invited to present at the QPSA Education “Diverse
Roles in Pharmacy” Night Information. The roles I have
filled since becoming a pharmacist elicit many
questions because they involved working in multiple
countries, something people often don't associate with
the profession. But I have been very fortunate to travel
a lot in my roles. I am not much of a tourist, but I am
passionate about combining travel and work. I got the
travel-for-work bug when I started volunteering for
Pharmaciens

sans

Frontières,

a

humanitarian

organisation created by Pharmacists. At the time I was
a resident pharmacist in Grenoble, in France, rotating
every 6 months in the different hospital departments
that employ pharmacists. I interrupted my
residency for a semester in order to go on a PSF
mission to Romania. My role was to install hardware
and stock management software at pharmaceutical
wholesalers that had just been privatised, and train the
future users. I was paired with an IT-savvy teammate
and together we drove from one wholesaler to the
next in all big cities. Learning how pharmacists do
their job in a different country, working with them,
experiencing the lifestyle really opened my mind, and
humanitarian work is of course good for the soul. After

team setting up the foundations of a EU- funded
project. As I had resumed my training in the hospital, I
felt the need to back up my humanitarian activities
with specialized education and undertook a public
health post-graduate degree “by correspondence”
(today it would be a MOOC…). In parallel I developed a
taste for research and chose the field of skin biology; I
was interested in investigating UV damage to the skin.
After my Masters, I made use a second time of the
opportunity to interrupt my hospital rotations for a
semester and went to spend six months in the
Research and Development laboratories of Estee
Lauder in Melville, NY.
This proved to be another major milestone in my
professional journey through the integration of a
different work philosophy, and the
incredible freedom of doing research with essentially
limitless means (thinking of an experiment, and being
able to order all you needed to perform it the next day
was new to me). I decided to embark on a PhD upon
my return. I had no scholarship to support my PhD,
but my previous humanitarian experience, my public
health degree, and my better command of English
after 6 months in the US, got me a half-time job at the
United Nations.
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ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR MARIE-ODILE PARAT
Affiliate Associate Professor
Mater Research Institute-UQ
Chief Examiner
In a project funded by the WHO and run at the
International

Trade

Center

in

Geneva,

I

I have been asked to attend international grant

was

review or expert workshop panels. In addition to

responsible for an information service on prices and

these opportunities involving usually short visits,

availability of pharmaceuticals in the world, with a

UQ has been very generous in allowing Special

view to assist developing countries purchasing quality

Study

raw materials at the best price to produce their own

laboratories interstate or overseas so that they can

medicines. I prepared a monthly newsletter and ran an

learn

enquiry/contact service available to subscribers. It

brainstorm, and network in other laboratories in

was incredibly enriching to be part of yet another very

the world for more extended periods of time. This

different work environment, where English was the

leads to extraordinarily fruitful interactions, as well

main but not the only working language, surrounded

as personal and professional development. Since I

by colleagues and interacting with pharmacists from

joined UQ, the map of countries I have worked in

all over the world. When not in Geneva, I was finishing

has expanded to include Canada, New Zealand,

my full time PhD in Grenoble.

Indonesia,

Leave
new

for

academics

techniques,

initiate

to

visit

other

collaborations,

England, China, Israel, Singapore, Hong Kong, and
After a PhD in my field (cellular and molecular biology)

Ireland.

it is highly recommended to further specialize through

Will it ever be possible to travel with the ease we

post-doctoral training - preferably in another country.

previously knew? I have presented at virtual

I was fortunate to do two, a relatively short one in the

conferences since the current pandemic has

University of São Paulo in Brazil, and then a longer one

restricted travel, and although it is amazing that

in the Lerner Research Institute of the Cleveland

technology allows us to stay connected despite the

Clinic in Cleveland, OH. More than what you research

impossibility to interact in person, I miss the

during a PhD, the post-doc years define what is going

face-to face connections with my peers over the

to become your field. It seemed during my post

world. Once we adjust to the new standards and

doctoral years, and later when I was given my own

procedures associated with international travel, I

laboratory in the department of Anesthesia research,

encourage you all to seize every opportunity (or

that my qualification as a Pharmacist was somewhat

initiate them!) to combine work and global

un-necessary – but all fell into place when I was

experience. The personal benefits are countless,

recruited to the School of Pharmacy at UQ. The

and

Pharmacy years, the extracurricular education, the

international experience is increasingly valued as a

research, the work experience, the ability to adapt to

professional asset.

new countries and work in a foreign language. And the
best part is… travels did not stop! Academics travel for
work for several reasons, an obvious one is to present
their research and learn from others at conferences.
Moreover, I have stayed in close contact with students
that have invited me, after returning to their home
country, to visit and present at their and partner
Universities.

Resilience and Empathy Study
Building blocks for success – do empathy and resilience have a role?
Help us to find out:
Hello everyone, we invite your participation in a survey which explores resilience, empathy and
experiences of pharmacy students completing their undergraduate studies during the COVID-19
pandemic. Your participation in this study will assist us in identifying and developing strategies
to support future pharmacy students in enhancing their academic and professional success.
Before we design and recommend evidence-based strategies that may enhance resilience into the
pharmacy curriculum we need your help in establishing a base line at UQ.
Surveys are anonymous and part of a wider research project entitled “Exploration of Resilience
and Empathy in Pharmacy students” by Syafiqah Nadiah Halimi under the supervision of Dr
Karen Luetsch, A/P Karen Whitfield and Prof Debra Rowett.
We provide the opportunity to win a Pacemaker coffee cart voucher in a draw as a thank you.
This study has received approval from the UQ Ethics Committee (reference number: 2020000961).
As a first step, when entering the survey, you will find detailed information on participation
information and be asked provide consent. Participation will take approximately 10-15 minutes of
your time.
If you have any additional questions or suggestions kindly contact Syafiqah at
s.bintihalimi@uq.edu.au
Thank you for your participation and co-operation.
For more information, click attached link Survey link:
https://survey.app.uq.edu.au/2021_uqpharmacy or scan the QR code:

